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 Tocharian B etswe
Tocharian contains an archaic stratum of Iranian loanwords, as illustrated by Toch. B tsain,
pl. tsainwa ‘weapon’ < PToch. *tsainu←OIr. *dzainu- (cf. Av. zae¯nuš- ‘baldric’). The shape
of the Tocharian word is archaic because ) it preserves the OIr. diphthong *ai; ) the plural
suffix -wa reflects the original u-stem, which is likewise reflected in Arm. ze¯n ‘weapon’, gen.
pl. zinowc
˘
; and ) it shows, as ts, the intermediate stage *dz of the development of PIIr. *Ih
> Av. z.
To this stratum of loanwords we can add the recently identified Toch. B word etswe
‘mule’ (Peyrot :–). This word is attested in a Tocharian B–Old Uyghur bilingual
of which the Old Uyghur part has been published by Maue (:–). The relevant
sets are Toch. B etswentsake, rendered with Old Uyghur katırlarka ‘mules’ (dat. pl.), and
the following kar´suwa, rendered with Old Uyghur yüdürmi[š] ‘loaded’ (Maue :). As
I argued (l.c.), kar´suwa must be a preterite participle, as also shown by the Old Uyghur
equivalent, but it is not formed correctly. Therefore, the Toch. B words have to be reseg-
mented as etswentsa kekar´suwa. The preterite participle is now correctly formed, and etswentsa
has become a regular Toch. B perlative plural of a new noun etswe, which means ‘mule’ on
the evidence of the Old Uyghur rendering with katır. But it is not clear to which root
kekar´suwa belongs. If it stands for kekar{k}uwa, then it would mean ‘bound’, and the corre-
spondence would be etswentsa kekarkuwa ‘bound onto mules’ : katırlarka yüdürmi[š] ‘loaded
onto mules’.
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This uš-stem goes back to an earlier nu-stem, see de Vaan :.
A full edition of the bilingual by Georges-Jean Pinault, Jens Wilkens, and myself is in progress. Our collaborative
work has shown that a number of my readings and remarks (Peyrot ) have to be revised, but the interpretation of
the correspondences under discussion here is not affected.
The Old Uyghur word katır [qati-r] is borrowed from Iranian, cf. Sogd. xrtry /xartare¯/ ‘mule’ (Gharib :a,
a) < *xarataraka- and Khot. khad.ara- ‘mule’ < *xaratara- (Bailey :b–a). The function of the suffix -tara-
here is ‘a kind of ’, i.e. ‘a kind of donkey’, cf. Skt. as´vatara- ‘mule’ (i.e. ‘a kind of horse’; EWAia .). Turkish katır was
borrowed into Mod.Pers. as qa¯t.ar (Doerfer –:.–).
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Toch. B etswe is obviously borrowed from an Old Iranian *atswa- ‘horse’, further seen
in e.g. Av. aspa- and Khot. as´´sa-. At this point, I cannot say why this Iranian word was
borrowed despite the fact that Tocharian also inherited the word for ‘horse’ directly from
Proto-Indo-European as A yuk, B yakwe ‘horse’. Probably the word was borrowed together
with a kind of horse or horse-like animal that was sufficiently different from the “normal”
Tocharian horse. If the Old Uyghur rendering katır ‘mule’ is correct, this clearly warrants
a borrowing next to the inherited word for ‘horse’, but it is difficult to understand how a
mule could have come to be called *atswa- ‘horse’ in the Iranian source dialect. The question
has to be left open. Since in the bilingual the “etswe” is used as a beast of burden, one might
think of a mule, perhaps an onager, or simply a special kind of horse that was especially
suited as a pack animal.
In the following, I will use the evidence of etswe to argue that the archaic stratum of Ira-
nian loanwords in Tocharian is not from a dialect ancestral to Khotanese, but from another
Iranian dialect possibly spoken to the north or to the east of Tocharian.
 The Proto-Indo-Iranian cluster *c´u˘
The newly identified etswe ‘mule’ conforms to the common characteristics of the Old Ira-
nian loanwords so far identified in Tocharian and thus belongs to the same stratum as
Toch. B tsain ‘weapon’ and other previously identified items (see Schmidt ; Tremblay
b; Isebaert :–). The relevance of etswe lies in the preservation of the cluster
tsw, which reflects Proto-Indo-Iranian *c´u˘. The exact Proto-Iranian outcome of this Proto-
Indo-Iranian cluster is debated. The cluster *tsw, which is needed for the Old Iranian source
dialect in order to explain the Tocharian form, is sometimes posited for Proto-Iranian as
well (e.g. Schmitt a:), even though it is not directly attested in a single Iranian lan-
guage. In Avestan, the reflex of Proto-Indo-Iranian *c´u˘is sp, e.g. aspa- ‘horse’, as in most
other languages; in Old Persian it is s, e.g. asa- ‘horse’; and in Ossetic it is fs, e.g. Dig.
æfsæ ‘mare’ (<!PIIr. *Hac´u˘a¯), probably from earlier sp. However, in Khotanese, Tumšuqese,
and Wakhı¯ the reflexes of the cluster are the palatals s´´s, s´, and š, respectively, e.g. Khot. as´´sa-
‘horse’, Tumš. bi´sa- ‘all’ (∼ Khot. bi´s´sa- < PIIr. *u˘ic´u˘a-), and Wakhı¯ yaš ‘horse’ (Windfuhr
:).
Usually the problem of the palatal reflex of *c´u˘and its voiced counterpart *Iu˘in Khotan-
ese, Tumšuqese, and Wakhı¯ is not addressed directly. Scholars focusing on Khotanese recon-
struct Proto-Iranian or Proto-Indo-Iranian *c´u˘(e.g. Emmerick :; Windfuhr :
), while others postulate *tsw, putting the conflicting evidence of Khotanese in brackets
(Schmitt a:; Skjærvø :). A clear statement is that of Sims-Williams (:),
with which I fully agree: “Since the palatals š, ž can hardly be derived from *ts
˘
w and *dz<w, it
is simplest to assume Common Iranian *c´w and *Iw.”
For the sake of clarity I write the nonsyllabic counterpart of *u as *u˘. In reality, *u and *u˘were still allophones in
Proto-Indo-Iranian and Common Iranian.
Kellens (:) writes *s, *z, but this reconstruction is not very widely accepted.
He further argues, “The palatal nature of II *c´ < IE *
˘
k seems also to have been preserved up to the Common
Iranian stage in the case of the cluster *c´r, cf. Khot. s´´sära- [Se.ra-] ‘good’ (= Avest. srı¯ra-, OInd. s´rı¯la- ‘beautiful’ . . . )”
(l.c.; similarly Emmerick and Skjærvø :). I doubt that this is correct. The normal development of PIIr. *c´r in
Khotanese is s.s. (Emmerick :) as in s.s.u¯ni- ‘hip’ < *c´rauni-, s.s.uva¯- ‘fame’ ∼ *c´rauas- (Av. srauuah-), s.s.is.t.a- ‘held’
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The importance of this line of argument can hardly be underestimated. Since Khotanese s´´s
cannot be a secondary development of an intermediary *tsw < *c´u˘, the only conclusion can
be that Toch. B etswe was not borrowed from a dialect ancestral to Khotanese. Tocharian tsw
points to *tsw or *dzw in the source, and nothing else: a palatal sibilant *s´ or a palatal affricate
*c´ would have been represented by Toch. s´ or c [cˇ] (pace Tremblay a:). Therefore,
the Old Iranian stratum cannot be identified as “Old Sakan,” a term used by Tremblay for
the ancestor of Khotanese, Tumšuqese, and Wakhı¯ (Tremblay b:). Instead, it points
to another Old Iranian dialect in which, as in most Iranian dialects, depalatalization of *c´u˘
and *Iu˘to *tsw and *dzw did take place.
In theory, several scenarios are possible. For instance, one could imagine that Khotanese
and Tumšuqese are relative newcomers in the Tarim Basin, and that they recently moved
east from the Wakhan corridor, where the apparently more closely related Wakhı¯ is spoken
until today. Before Khotanese and Tumšuqese arrived, another dialect that better fits the
archaic stratum in Tocharian may have been spoken in the Tarim Basin. It is also conceivable
that the Tocharians had been in contact with an archaic Iranian dialect before they moved
into the Tarim Basin. Finally, when the Tocharians had already settled in the Tarim Basin,
there may have been Iranian speaking groups to their north, perhaps also to their east.
Obviously, the three options just mentioned are not exhaustive, and other variants could
also be considered. In order to narrow down the number of possibilities, I will now first
turn to the prehistory of Khotanese.
 The prehistory of Khotanese: Linguistics
Little is known about the prehistory of Khotanese. Bailey (:) writes, “it is likely that
the two languages of Khotan and Tumshuq were spoken by two tribes of the Saka who
about  BC or earlier settled with a monarchical or oecarchical system in this region of
the Taklamakan. From the second century BC there is Chinese information on Khotan: no
major invasion is recorded.” This gives us a date ante quem for the arrival of the Khotanese,
and it is in accordance with the four legendary “accounts of the foundation of Khotan, all
of which associate it with the son and ministers of the emperor As´oka. This would place
the foundation of Khotan firmly in the third century BC” (Emmerick :). As Emmerick
points out, the evidence of these legendary accounts is weakened by the fact that they are
only from the th century  and later, thus leaving a gap of a thousand years between the
foundation and its earliest account. He is cautious about the date of the arrival of Iranians
in Khotan: “Nomadic tribes speaking languages of Iranian origin must have been wander-
ing about Central Asia from a very early period, probably from the first half of the second
< *c´rišta- (Av. srae¯š-). On the other hand, PIIr. *c´i ˘develops into Khot. s´´s/´s, cf. e.g. s´a¯va- ‘copper, copper-colored’ <
*c´ia¯ua- (Av. siia¯uua-). It is more likely that in *c´rı¯ra- dissimilation to *c´i ˘ı¯ra- took place (cf. Skt. s´rı¯la- ∼ s´rı¯ra-); with
shortening of *ı¯, *c´i ˘ı¯ra- would regularly yield the attested Khot. s´´sära-. Dissimilation of the *-r- is also assumed by
Emmerick (Emmerick and Skjærvø :) and Skjærvø (:, b), both different in detail.
In view of the development PIIr. *c´i ˘> Khot. s´´s (see preceding note), I suppose that an intermediate stage was *c´i ˘,
i.e. *c´u˘> *c´i ˘> s´´s. If the development of this cluster is interpreted in this way, it more clearly is an innovation, not an
archaism, and therefore a strong argument for a Khotanese-Tumšuqese-Wakhı¯ branch.
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millennium BC, but we do not know when they first began to settle in permanent villages”
(:).
An important aspect of the prehistory of Khotanese obviously is its exact relationship to
Tumšuqese. It is generally accepted that the two languages are closely related, and indeed,
a relatively long list of shared features in phonology, morphology, and lexicon can be made
in spite of the poor attestation of Tumšuqese (cf. e.g. Bailey :–). In most cases,
the languages are very close, as for instance with the examples cited by Emmerick (:),
which are, however, especially selected to show their close relationship. Any differences
in Emmerick’s examples are due only to different spelling conventions, e.g. Tumš. s´azda-
‘snake’ ∼ Khot. s´´saysda- /s´azda-/.
Bailey (:; cf. also :–), who calls the two varieties “dialects” that are “clearly
of one language,” gives three examples to show that there are “striking differences”: Tumš.
rorda- ‘given’ ∼ Khot. hu¯d.a-; Tumš. s´owarsana ‘’ ∼ Khot. s´´su¯dasu; Tumš. patsasu ‘’
∼ Khot. pam. jsa¯sä. If we reconstruct these items for Proto-Tumšuqese-Khotanese, we do
not seem to get a totally different language, but rather one that is relatively close to both
daughter languages: *hro¯rda- < *fra-b ˚rta-; *s´o¯-dasu vs. *s´o¯-bara(h)-dasana < *-parah-dasa-
(Konow :; Emmerick :); *pantsa¯sV- < *pancˇa¯sat-. For the differently formed
numeral ‘’, compare the higher numerals of Khotanese, e.g. s´´su¯vare-bistä ‘’ < *s´o¯-bara(h)-
wist-; Tumšuqese ‘’ may easily be analogical after the higher numerals.
Other correspondences can be adduced to argue that the difference between the two lan-
guages is relatively large. In Tumš. mrida- ‘died’ ∼ Khot. mud.a- and Tumš. zrida- ‘old’ ∼
Khot. ysa¯d.a- syllabic *
˚r seems to have different reflexes, so that one would have to recon-
struct syllabic * ˚r for their common ancestor, i.e. *m ˚rda- and *z ˚rda-. However, in both cases
the Tumšuqese ri could probably be secondary. This is strongly suggested for zrida- be-
cause Khot. ysa¯d.a- < *zarta- seems to correspond perfectly to Av. zar
eta- < *
˘
grH-ta- (on
Ved. ju¯rn. á- and j¯ırn. á-, see Lubotsky :–). Another case in point is the verb ‘do’. In
Khotanese, all forms can be derived from a root yan-, ultimately < *k ˚rnu-, *k ˚rnau- except
for the preterite participle yäd.a-, yud.a- < *k
˚rta- (Emmerick :–). In Tumšuqese,
the verb is ar-, ultimately also < *k ˚rnu-, *k ˚rnau- (Maue :). Here the difference be-
tween the two languages is due to a special development in Khotanese: “No certain example
of *-r.n- > -an- is found in Kh., where the normal treatment would be > -arr-” (Emmerick
:). Thus, the present of ‘do’ can be reconstructed as *(y)arn-. Nevertheless, the corre-
spondence forces us to reconstruct *rn, which would otherwise not have been obvious from
the regular reflex Tumš. rr, Khot. rr < *rn (Konow :). Finally, in Tumš. uzanvara-,
usanävara- ‘being’ ∼ Khot. uysnora- < *uzana-bara- (Bailey :b) or *uza¯na-bara-, the
different contractions of *aba require a Proto-Tumšuqese-Khotanese *uzanaβara-: a recon-
struction *uzano¯ra- would give us the Khotanese form, but not the Tumšuqese. In light of
He later suggested that the speakers of Proto-Tumšuqese-Khotanese settled “in oases around the Tarim basin some
time during the second half of the first millennium ” (Emmerick :), but adduced no arguments in support
of this idea.
There is no need to reconstruct *fra- for Proto-Tumšuqese-Khotanese since both languages agree in their special
treatment of *fr- in this preverb instead of the otherwise regular development *fr-> *br- as in Khot. briya- ‘dear’, Tumš.
bri from the OIr. root *frı¯- (Konow :).
As Federico Dragoni points out to me (p.c.), an intermediate stage of the weakening of k- to y- seems to be preserved
by the Old Khotanese spelling g- (e.g. Emmerick :a).
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this correspondence, it seems that the monophthongization of *au < *au, *aβ to Tumš. o,
Khot. u¯ was an independent process. Consequently, Tumš. rorda- ‘given’ ∼ Khot. hu¯d.a-,
reconstructed above as *hro¯rda-, is probably to be reconstructed instead as *hraurda- or
*hraβurda- < *hraβ ˚rda-.
All in all, Konow (:) seems to be quite right with his statement, “Die Zeit der
Trennung kann nicht allzu kurz bemessen werden. Wir wissen aber nicht, wie lang sie gewe-
sen ist.”
 The prehistory of Khotanese: Historical sources
Konow further speculates (:) that the speakers of the language ancestral to Khotanese
and Tumšuqese may be identified with the Sa¯i
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ment in Khotanese: “No certain example of *-r.n- > -an- is found in Kh., where the
normal treatment would be > -arr-” (Emmerick 1968:112). Thus, the present of ‘do’
can be reconstructed as *(y)arn-. Nevertheless, the correspondence forces us to recon-
struct *rn, which would otherwise not have been obvious from the regular reflex Tumš.
rr, Khot. rr < *rn (Konow 1935:789). Finally, in Tumš. uzanvara-, usanävara- ‘being’
∼ Khot. uysnora- < *uzana-bara- (Bailey 1979:39b) or *uza¯na-bara-, the different con-
tractions of *aba require a Proto-Tumšuqese-Khotanese *uzanaβara-: a reconstruction
*uzano¯ra- would give us the Khotanese form, but not the Tumšuqese. In light of this
correspondence, it seems that the monophthongisation of *au < *au, *aβ to Tumš. o,
Khot. u¯ was an independent process. Consequently, Tumš. rorda- ‘given’ ∼ Khot. hu¯d. a-,
reconstructed above as *hro¯rda-, is probably to be econstructed instead as *hraurd -
or *hraβurda- < *hraβ ˚ .
All in all, Konow (1935:797) seems to be quit righ with his statemen “D e Zeit d r
Trennung kann nicht allzu kurz bemessen werd n. Wir isse abe n cht, wi lang sie
gewesen ist.”
4 The prehistory of K o anese: his orical sources
Konow further speculates (1935:801) that the speakers of the language ancestral to
Khotanese and Tumš qese may be identified with the Sa¯i 塞 of the Chinese sources,
who in the second century BCE moved south from Ili, the steppe area north of the Tian
Shan mountains and the Taklamakan desert. According to him, this would account for
the fact that the more archaic Tumšuqese is found in the north, while the speakers of
Khotanese went further south. The Sa¯i were certainly seen as a Saka tribe by the Chinese
historiographers, and their name derives from the word saka: sa¯i 塞 is from Early Middle
Chinese s ek (Pulleyblank 1991:273), Middle Chinese sok (Baxter and Sagart 2014:230; o
stands here for eor INSERT WEDGE, see o.c. 13).12 In view of the generally accepted
identification of Khotanese and Tumšuqese as “Saka” languages (on which see further
below), Konow’s suggestion is an obvious option that should be discussed.
The migration of the Sa¯i that Konow refers to is found in the Hanshu (the History
of the Former Han Dynasty): “At the time the Yüeh-chih [Yuèzh¯ı] had already been
defeated by the Hsiung-nu [Xio¯ngnú]; making for the west they attacked the king of
the Sai. The king of the Sai moved a considerable distance to the South and the Yüeh-
chih [Yuèzh¯ı] then occupied his lands.” (Hulsewé 1979:216). Thus, in this passage it is
described that the Yuèzh¯ı fled for the Xio¯ngnú and drove off the Sa¯i towards the south.
Since the Sa¯i had been living north of the Tian Shan mountains, a logical inference is
that they moved south into the Tarim Basin and later became the speakers of Khotanese
and Tumšuqese. However, a parallel passage is more specific and mentions that the Sa¯i
moved south through the “Suspended Crossing”, a passage through the Pamirs: “When
the Ta Yüeh-chih [Dà Yuèzh¯ı] turned west, defeated and expelled the king of the Sai,
the latter moved south and crossed over the Suspended Crossing; and the Ta Yüeh-chih
[Dà Yuèzh¯ı] took up residence in his lands.” (Hulsewé 1979:144). That their route led
12In the meaning ‘Saka’, 塞 may be read sa¯i or sè in standard Mandarin; both readings go back to Middle
Chinese sok (William Baxter, p.c.). I will use only “Sa¯i”, which seems to be more common in the literature.
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ment in anese: “No certai ex mple of *-r.n- > -an- is found in Kh., where the
normal treatment would be > -arr-” (Em erick 1968:112). Th s, the present of ‘do’
can be reconstructed as *(y)arn-. Nevertheless, the correspondence forces us to recon-
struct *rn, which would othe wise o have b n obvious fr m the regular reflex Tumš.
rr, Khot. rr < *rn (Kon w 1935:789). Finally, in Tumš. uzanva a-, usanävara- ‘being’
∼ Khot. uy nora- < *uzana-bara- (B iley 1979:39b) r *uza¯n -ba a-, the different con-
tractions of *aba require a Proto-Tumšuqese-Khotanese *uzanaβara-: a reconstruction
*uzano¯ra- would give us the Khotane form, ut not the Tumšuqes . In ligh of this
correspondence, it seems that the mo ophthongisation of *au < *au, *aβ to Tumš. o,
Khot. u¯ a an independent process. Consequently, Tumš. rorda- ‘given’ ∼ Khot. hu¯d. a-,
reconstructed above as *hro¯rda-, is probably to be reconstructed instead as *hraurda-
or *hraβurda- < *hraβ ˚rda-.
All in all, Konow (1935:797) seems to be quite right with his statement “Die Zeit der
Trennung kann nicht allzu kurz bemessen werden. Wir wissen aber nicht, wie lang sie
gewesen ist.”
4 The prehistory of Khotanese: historical sources
Konow further speculates (1935:801) that th sp aker of the language ancestral to
Khotane e and Tumšuqese may be identifi d with t e S 塞 of the Chinese sources,
who in t e second centur BCE moved south from Ili, the steppe rea north of the Tian
Shan mountains and the Taklamakan desert. Acc rding to him, this would account for
the fact that the more arch ic Tumšuqese is found in the north, while the speakers o
Khotan se went further south. The Sa¯i were certainly seen s a Saka tribe by th Chinese
historiographers, and their name derives fr m the word saka: sa¯i 塞 is from Early Middle
Chinese s ek (Pulleyblank 1991:273), Middle Ch nese sok (Baxter and Sagart 2014:230; o
stands here for eor INSERT WEDGE, see o.c. 13).12 In view of the generally accepted
identification of Khotanese and Tu šuqese as “Sak ” langu ges ( n which see further
below), Konow’s suggestion is an obvious option that should be discussed.
The migration of the Sa¯i that Kon w r fers to is found in the Hanshu (the History
of the Former Han Dynasty): “At the ime the Yüeh-c ih [Yuèzh¯ı] had already be n
defeated by the Hsiung-nu [Xio¯ngnú]; making for the w st they a tacked the king of
the Sai. The king of the Sai moved a considerable distanc to the South and the Yüeh-
chih [Yuèzh¯ı] then occupied is lands.” (Hulsewé 1979:216). Thus, in this passage it is
described that the Yuèzh¯ı fled for the Xio¯ngnú and drove off the Sa¯i towards the south.
Since Sa¯i had been living orth of the Tian Shan mountains, a logical inf rence is
that they moved south into the Tarim Basin and later became the speakers of Khotanese
and Tumšuqese. However, a parallel passage is more specific and mentions that the Sa¯i
moved south through the “Suspended Crossing”, a passage through the Pa irs: “When
the Ta Yüeh-chih [Dà Yuèzh¯ı] turned west, defeated and expelled the king of the Sai,
the latter moved south and crossed over the Suspended Crossing; and the Ta Yüeh-chih
[Dà Yuèzh¯ı] took up residence in his lands.” (Hulsewé 1979:144). That their route led
12In the meaning ‘Saka’, 塞 may be read sa¯i or sè in standard Mandarin; both readings go back to Middle
Chinese sok (William Baxter, p.c.). I will use only “Sa¯i”, which seems to be more common in the literature.
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is from Early Middle Chinese s ek (Pulleyblank
:), Middle Chinese sok (Baxter and Sag t :; o sta ds here for eor v, see
o.c. ). In view of the gene ally accepted dentification of Khotan se and Tumšuqese as
“Saka” languages (on which see further below), Konow’s suggestion is an obvious option
that should be discussed.
The igra on of the Sa¯i that K now refers to is fou d in the Hanshu (the History of the
Former Han Dynasty): “At th time the Yüe -chih [Yuèzhı¯] had already been defeated by
the Hsiu g-nu [Xio¯ngnú]; making for the wes they att the king of the Sai. The king
of the Sai moved a considerable distance to the south and the Yüeh-chih then occupied his
lands” (Hulsewé :). Thus this passage describes the Yuèzhı¯ fleeing for the Xio¯ngnú
and driving off the Sa¯i towards the south. Since the Sa¯i ad been living north of the Tian
Sh n mountains, a logical infere ce is that they moved s uth into the Tarim Basin and later
became the sp akers of Khotanes nd Tumšuqese. However, a parallel passage is more spe-
cific and m ntions that the Sa¯i moved ut through the “Suspended Crossing,” a passage
throug the Pamirs: “When the T Yüeh-chih [Dà Yuèzhı¯] turned west, defeated and ex-
pelled the king of the Sai, the latt r m ved south an crossed over Suspended Crossing;
and the Ta Yüeh-chih took up residence in hi lands” (Hulsewé :). That their route
led south th ough the Pamirs and p st the Tarim Ba in is c nfirm d by the fact that some
ended up in Jìbı¯n
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5. THE PREHISTORY OF KHOTANESE: ARCHAEOLOGY
so th t rough t e Pamirs nd past the Tarim Basin is confi med by the fact so
罽賓 ‘Kashmir’: “it was in these circums ances that the king of the Sai
oved south and e tablished hims lf as master of Chi-pin [Jìb¯ın]. The Sai tribes split
and separated and repeat dly formed several states. To the north-west of Shu-lo [Shu¯lè],
states such as Hsiu-hsün [Xiu¯xún] and Chüan-tu [Jua¯ndú] are all of the former Sai race.”
(Hulsewé 1979:140–5).
The latter passage is especially informative. Shu¯lè疏勒 ‘Kashgar’ is used as a reference
point to locate Saka tribes further to the northwest, but there is no mention of Sakas in
Kashgar itself. Likewise, neither Tumšuq nor Khotan is connected with the Sa¯i, although
both places were certainly much better known than Kashmir, Xiu¯xún休循 or Jua¯ndú捐
毒. The Sa¯i of the Hanshu are therefore definitely not to be identified with the ancestors
of the speakers of Khotanese and Tumšuqese. Moreover, these southward migrations of
the Sa¯i in the 2nd century BCE are in any case too late for Khotanese, since no invasion
or massive repopulation is recorded for Khotan from the 2nd century onwards (see the
quote from Bailey above).
Finally, Bailey (1958:132) proposes an etymology for Jua¯ndú 捐毒, one of the Saka
states, that is daring, but does not seem impossible to me. The Early Middle Chinese
reading of this name, evidently based on a pronunciation variant Yuándú, is jwian-d ewk
(Pulleyblank 1991:166, 82), Middle Chinese ywen.dowk (Baxter and Sagart 2014:249
and the related online database), which is close to what Morgenstierne reconstructs for
Id eγ, Yïdg, the tribe name of the Yidgha: *Indug < *(H)induka- (1938:16). An obvious
problem of this etymology is that Yidgha is spoken southwest of Kashgar, not northwest.
One would therefore have to assume that they moved south later on, or that a tribe with
this name split in two. However, in view of the trajectory of the Sa¯i, it is conceivable
that some of the Pamir languages (with the exception of at least Wakh¯ı) are remnants
of this southward migration.
5 The prehistory of Khotanese: archaeology
If the Sa¯i cannot be the ancestors of the speakers of Khotanese and Tumšuqese, the com-
mon origin of these two languages must be sought further back in time. My hypothesis
is that the arrival of Khotanese and Tumšuqese in the Tarim Basin is to be dated earlier
than often assumed, and that their predecessors can be identified with an archaeological
culture termed A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala.
According to Debaine-Francfort (2001:66a), the A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala culture dates from
about 1,000 BCE, lasting apparently at least to 650–550 BCE (Debaine-Francfort 1988:24b).
It is located in the west and south of the Tarim Basin and characterised by grey ceram-
ics and curved stone sickles. The grey ceramics extend to the east from Kashgar (the
region where the site A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala itself is located) until Kuča in the north (Kuča
itself being different, belonging to an area with painted ceramics), and from Kashgar to
Qiěmò / Čärčän in the south (cf. also the map in Idriss and Debaine-Francfort 2001:14).
The sickles are found from Kashgar to A¯kèsu¯ / Aqsu and even Kuča in the north and
from Kashgar to Mínfe¯ng (Niya) in the south.
In her 2001 article, Debaine-Francfort does not discuss possible origins of the A¯kètaˇla¯
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4. THE PREHISTORY OF KHOTANESE: HISTORICAL SOURCES
ment in Khotanese: “No certain example of *-r.n- > -an- is found in Kh., where the
normal tre tment would be > -arr-” (Emmerick 1968:112). Thu , th present of ‘do’
can be reconstructed as *(y)arn-. Nevertheless, the correspondence forces us to recon-
struct *rn, which would otherwise not have been obvious from the regular reflex Tumš.
rr, Khot. rr < *rn (Konow 1935:789). Finally, in Tumš. uzanvara-, usanävara- ‘being’
∼ Khot. uysnora- < *uz na- ara- (Bailey 1979:39b) r *uza¯na-bara-, the differ nt con-
tractions of *aba require a Proto-Tumšuqese-Khotanese *uzanaβara-: a reconstruction
*uzano¯ra- would give us the Khotanese form, but not the Tumšuqese. In light of this
correspondence, it seems that the monophthongisation of *au < *au, *aβ to Tumš. o,
Khot. u¯ was an independent process. Consequen ly, Tumš. rord - ‘giv n’ ∼ Khot. hu¯d. -,
reconstructed above as *hro¯rda-, is probably to be reconstructed instead as *hraurda-
or *hraβurda- < *hraβ ˚rda-.
All in all, Konow (1935:797) seems to be quite right with his statement “Die Zeit der
Trennung kann nicht allzu kurz b messe erden. Wir wissen aber nicht, wie lang sie
gewesen ist.”
4 The prehistory of Khotanese: historical sources
Konow further speculates (1935:801) that the speakers of the language ancestral to
Khotanese and Tumšuqese may be iden ified with the S¯i 塞 of the Chinese sources,
who in the second century BCE moved south from Ili, the steppe area north of the Tian
Shan mountains and the Taklamakan desert. According to him, this would account for
the fact that the more archaic Tumšuqese is found in the north, while the speakers of
Khotanese went further south. The Sa¯i were certainly seen as a Saka tribe by the Chinese
historiographers, and their name derives from the word saka: sa¯i 塞 is from Early Middle
Chinese s ek (Pulleyblank 1991:273), Middle Chinese sok (Baxter and Sagart 2014:230; o
stands here for eor INSERT WEDGE, see o.c. 13).12 In view of the generally accepted
identification of Khotanese and Tumšuqese as “Saka” languages (on which see further
below), Konow’s suggestion is an obvious option that should be discussed.
The migration of the Sa¯i that Konow refers to is found in the Hanshu (the History
of the Former Han Dynasty): “At the time the Yüeh-chih [Yuèzh¯ı] had already been
defeated by the Hsiung-nu [Xio¯ngnú]; making for the west they attacked the king of
the Sai. The king of the Sai moved a considerable distance to the South and the Yüeh-
chih [Yuèzh¯ı] then occupied his lands.” (Hulsewé 1979:216). Thus, in this passage it is
described that the Yuèzh¯ı fled for the Xio¯ngnú and drove off the Sa¯i towards the south.
Since the Sa¯i had been living north of the Tian Shan mountains, a logical inference is
that they moved south into the Tarim Basin and later became the speakers of Khotanese
and Tumšuqese. However, a parallel passage is more specific and mentions that the Sa¯i
moved south through the “Suspended Crossing”, a passage through the Pamirs: “When
the Ta Yüeh-chih [Dà Yuèzh¯ı] turned west, defeated and expelled the king of the Sai,
the latter moved south and crossed over the Suspended Crossing; and the Ta Yüeh-chih
[Dà Yuèzh¯ı] took up residence in his lands.” (Hulsewé 1979:144). That their route led
12In the meaning ‘Saka’, 塞 may be read sa¯i or sè in standard Mandarin; both readings go back to Middle
Chinese sok (William Baxter, p.c.). I will use only “Sa¯i”, which seems to be more common in the literature.
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5. THE PREHISTORY OF KHOTANESE: ARCHAEOLOGY
south through the Pamirs and past the Tarim Basin is confirmed by the fact that some
ended up in Jìb¯ın罽賓 ‘Kashmir’: “it was in these circumstances that the king of the Sai
moved south and established himself as master of Chi-pin [Jìb¯ın]. The Sai tribes split
and separated and repeatedly formed several states. To the north-west of Shu-lo [Shu¯lè],
states such as Hsiu-hsün [Xiu¯xún] and Chüan-tu [Jua¯ndú] are all of the former Sai race.”
(Hulsewé 1979:140–5).
The latter passage is especially informative. Shu¯lè疏勒 ‘Kashgar’ is used as a reference
point to locate Saka tribes further to the northwest, but there is no mention of Sakas in
Kashgar itself. Likewise, neither Tumšuq nor Khotan is connected with the Sa¯i, although
both places w re certainly much better known than s ir, i 休循 or Jua¯ndú捐
毒. The Sa¯i of the Hanshu are therefore definitely not to be identified with the ancestors
of the speakers of Khotanese and Tumšuqese. Moreover, these southward migrations of
the Sa¯i in the 2nd century BCE are in any case too late for Khotanese, since no invasion
or massive repopulation is recorded for Khotan from the 2nd century onwards (see the
quote from Bailey above).
Finally, Bailey (1958:132) proposes an etymology for Jua¯ndú 捐毒, one of the Saka
states, that is daring, but does not seem impossible to me. The Early Middle Chinese
reading of this name, evidently based on a pronunciation variant Yuándú, is jwian-d ewk
(Pulleyblank 1991:166, 82), Middle Chinese ywen.dowk (Baxter and Sagart 2014:249
and the related online database), which is close to what Morgenstierne reconstructs for
Id eγ, Yïdg, the tribe name of the Yidgha: *Indug < *(H)induka- (1938:16). An obvious
problem of this etymology is that Yidgha is spoken southwest of Kashgar, not northwest.
One would therefore have to assume that they moved south later on, or that a tribe with
this name split in two. However, in view of the trajectory of the Sa¯i, it is conceivable
that some of the Pamir languages (with the exception of at least Wakh¯ı) are remnants
of this southward migration.
5 The prehistory of Khotanese: archaeology
If the Sa¯i cannot be the ancestors of the speakers of Khotanese and Tumšuqese, the com-
mon origin of these two languages must be sought further back in time. My hypothesis
is that the arrival of Khotanese and Tumšuqese in the Tarim Basin is to be dated earlier
than often assumed, and that their predecessors can be identified with an archaeological
culture termed A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala.
According to Debaine-Francfort (2001:66a), the A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala culture dates from
about 1,000 BCE, lasting apparently at least to 650–550 BCE (Debaine-Francfort 1988:24b).
It is located in the west and south of the Tarim Basin and characterised by grey ceram-
ics and curved stone sickles. The grey ceramics extend to the east from Kashgar (the
region where the site A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala itself is located) until Kuča in the north (Kuča
itself being different, belonging to an area with painted ceramics), and from Kashgar to
Qiěmò / Čärčän in the south (cf. also the map in Idriss and Debaine-Francfort 2001:14).
The sickles are found from Kashgar to A¯kèsu¯ / Aqsu and even Kuča in the north and
from Kashgar to Mínfe¯ng (Niya) in the south.
In her 2001 article, Debaine-Francfort does not discuss possible origins of the A¯kètaˇla¯
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south through the Pamirs and past the Tarim Basin is confirmed by the fact that some
ended up in Jìb¯ın罽賓 ‘Kashmir’: “it was in these circumstances that the king of the Sai
moved south and established himself as master of Chi-pin [Jìb¯ın]. The Sai tribes split
and separated and repeatedly formed several states. To the north-west of Shu-lo [Shu¯lè],
states such as Hsiu-hsün [Xiu¯xún] and Chüan-tu [Jua¯ndú] are all of the former Sai race.”
(Hulsewé 1979:140–5).
The latter passage is especially informative. Shu¯lè疏勒 ‘Kashgar’ is used as a reference
point to locate Saka tribes further to the northwest, but there is no mention of Sakas in
Kashgar itself. Likewise, neither Tumšuq nor Khotan is connected with the Sa¯i, although
both places were certainly much better known than Kashmir, Xiu¯xún休循 or Jua¯ndú捐
毒. The Sa¯i of the Hanshu are therefore definitely not to be identified with the ancestors
of the speakers of Khotanese and Tumšuqese. Moreover, these southward migrations of
the Sa¯i in the 2nd century BCE are in any case too late for Khotanese, since no invasion
or massive repopulation is recorded for Khotan from the 2nd century onwards (see the
quote from Bailey above).
Finally, Bailey (1958:132) proposes an etymology for Jua¯ndú 捐毒, one of the Saka
states, that is daring, but does not seem impossible to me. The Early Middle Chinese
reading of this name, evidently based on a pronunciation variant Yuándú, is jwian-d ewk
(Pulleyblank 1991:166, 82), Middle Chinese ywen.dowk (Baxter and Sagart 2014:249
and the related online database), which is close to what Morgenstierne reconstructs for
Id eγ, Yïdg, the tribe name of the Yidgha: *Indug < *(H)induka- (1938:16). An obvious
problem of this etymology is that Yidgha is spoken southwest of Kashgar, not northwest.
One would therefore have to assume that they moved south later on, or that a tribe with
this name split in two. However, in view of the trajectory of the Sa¯i, it is conceivable
that some of the Pamir languages (with the exception of at least Wakh¯ı) are remnants
of this southward migration.
5 The prehistory of Khotanese: archaeology
If the Sa¯i cannot be the ancestors of the speakers of Khotanese and Tumšuqese, the com-
mon origin of these two languages must be sought further back in time. My hypothesis
is that the arrival of Khotanese and Tumšuqese in the Tarim Basin is to be dated earlier
than often assumed, and that their predecessors can be identified with an archaeological
culture termed A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala.
According to Debaine-Francfort (2001:66a), the A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala culture dates from
about 1,000 BCE, lasting apparently at least to 650–550 BCE (Debaine-Francfort 1988:24b).
It is located in the west and south of the Tarim Basin and characterised by grey ceram-
ics and curved stone sickles. The grey ceramics extend to the east from Kashgar (the
region where the site A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala itself is located) until Kuča in the north (Kuča
itself being different, belonging to an area with painted ceramics), and from Kashgar to
Qiěmò / Čärčän in the south (cf. also the map in Idriss and Debaine-Francfort 2001:14).
The sickles are found from Kashgar to A¯kèsu¯ / Aqsu and even Kuča in the north and
from Kashgar to Mínfe¯ng (Niya) in the south.
In her 2001 article, Debaine-Francfort does not discuss possible origins of the A¯kètaˇla¯
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south through the Pamirs and past h T rim Basin is confirmed by th fact that some
ended up in Jìb¯ın罽賓 ‘Kashmir’: “it was in these circumstances at the king of the Sai
moved south and established himself as master of Chi-pin [Jìb¯ın]. The Sai tribes split
and separated and repeatedly formed v al states. To t e nor h-west of S u-lo [S u¯lè]
states such as Hsi -hsün [Xiu¯xún] and Chüan-tu [Jua¯ndú] ar all of the former Sai rac .”
(Huls wé 1979:140–5).
The latter passage is especially nformative. Sh¯lè疏勒 ‘Kashgar’ i used as a ref rence
p int to locate Saka tribes further t the n rthw st, but ther is no mention of Sakas i
Kashgar itself. Likewise, n ither Tumšuq nor Khotan is connected with the Sa¯i, although
both places were certainly much better known than Kashmir, Xiu¯xú 休循 r J 捐
毒. The Sa¯i of the Hanshu are herefore definitely no to be identified with the ancestors
of the speakers of Khotan s and Tumšuqese. Moreover, these southwa d migr i s of
the Sa¯i i the 2nd century BCE are in any case too late for Khotanese, since o invasion
or massive repopulation is record d for Kh tan from the 2nd century onwards (see the
quote f om Bailey above).
Finally, Bailey (1958:132) proposes an for Jua¯ndú 捐毒, one of the Saka
states, th t is daring, bu does n t seem impossibl to me. The Early Middle Chinese
readi g of t is name, ev dently b sed on a pronunciation variant Yuándú, is jwian-d ewk
(Pulleyblank 1991:166, 82), Middle Chinese ywen.dowk (Baxter and Sagart 2014:249
and the related online da abase), whic is close to what Morgenstierne reconstructs for
Id eγ, Yïdg, the tribe name of the Yidgha: *Indug < *(H)induka- (1938:16). An obvious
problem of this etymology is that Yidgha is spoken southwest of Kashgar, not northwest.
One would therefore have to assume that they moved south later on, or that a tribe with
this name split in two. However, in view of the tr jectory of t e Sa¯i, it i conceiv ble
that some of th Pamir languages (with t exceptio of at least Wakh¯ı) are remnants
of this southward migration.
5 The prehistory of Khotanese: archaeology
If the Sa¯i cannot be the ancestors of the speakers of Khotanese and Tumšuqese, the com-
mon origin of these two languages must be sough further back in time. My hypothesis
is that th arrival of Khotanese and Tumšuqese in the Tarim Basin is to be dated earlier
than often assumed, and that their predecessors can be identified w h an arch eological
culture term d A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala.
Accor ing to Debaine-Francfort (2001:66a), the A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala culture ates from
about 1,000 BCE, lasting apparently at least to 650–550 BCE (Debaine-Francfort 1988:24b).
It is located in the west and south of the Tarim Basin and characterised by grey ceram-
ics and curved stone sickles. The grey ceramics extend to the east from Kashgar (the
region where the site A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala itself is located) until Kuča in the north (Kuča
itself being different, belonging to an area with painted ceramics), and from Kashgar to
Qiěmò / Čärčän in the south (cf. also the map in Idriss and Debaine-Francfort 2001:14).
The sickles are found from Kashgar to A¯kèsu¯ / Aqsu and even Kuča in the north and
from Kashgar to Mínfe¯ng (Niya) in the south.
In her 2001 article, Debaine-Francfort does not discuss possible origins of the A¯kètaˇla¯
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south through the Pamirs and past the Tarim Basin is confirmed by the fact that some
ended up in Jìb¯ın罽賓 ‘Kashmir’: “it was in these circumstances that the king of the Sai
moved south and established himself as master of Chi-pin [Jìb¯ın]. The Sai tribes split
and separated and repeatedly formed several states. To the north-west of Shu-lo [Shu¯lè],
states such as Hsiu-hsün [Xiu¯xún] and Chüan-tu [Jua¯ndú] are all of the former Sai race.”
(Hulsewé 1979:140–5).
The latter passage is especially informative. Shu¯lè疏勒 ‘Kashgar’ is used as a reference
p int to locate S ka tribes further to the northwest, but there is no mention of Sakas in
Kashg itself. Likewis , n ither Tumšuq nor Khotan is connected with the Sa¯i, although
both places were certainly much better known than Kashmir, Xiu¯xún休循 or Jua¯ndú捐
毒. The Sa¯i of the Hanshu are therefore definitely not to be identified with the ancestors
of the speakers of Khotan se and Tumšuqese. Moreover, these southward migrations of
the Sa¯i i the 2nd ce tury BCE are in any case too late for Khotanese, since no invasion
or massive repopulation is recorded for Khotan from the 2nd century onwards (see the
quote from Bailey above).
Finally, Bailey (1958:132) proposes an etymology for Jua¯ndú 捐毒, one of the Saka
states, th t is daring, but does not seem impossible to me. The Early Middle Chinese
readi g f is name, ev dently based on a pronunciation variant Yuándú, is jwian-d ewk
(Pulleyblank 1991:166, 82), Middle Chinese ywen.dowk (Baxter and Sagart 2014:249
and the related online da abase), which is close to what Morgenstierne reconstructs for
Id eγ, Yïdg, the tribe name of the Yidgha: *Indug < *(H)induka- (1938:16). An obvious
problem of this etymology is that Yidgha is spoken southwest of Kashgar, not northwest.
One would therefore have to assume that they moved south later on, or that a tribe with
this name split in two. However, in view of the trajectory of the Sa¯i, it is conceivable
th t some of the Pamir languages (with the exception of at least Wakh¯ı) are remnants
of this southward migration.
5 The prehistory of Khotanese: archaeology
If the Sa¯i cannot be the ancestors of the speakers of Khotanese and Tumšuqese, the com-
mon origin of these two languages must be sought further back in time. My hypothesis
is that th arrival of Khotanese and Tumšuqese in the Tarim Basin is to be dated earlier
than often assumed, and that their predecessors can be identified with an archaeological
cult re term d A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala.
Accor ing to Debaine-Francfort (2001:66a), the A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala culture dates from
about 1,000 BCE, lasting apparently at least to 650–550 BCE (Debaine-Francfort 1988:24b).
It is located in the west and south of the Tarim Basin and characterised by grey ceram-
ics and curved stone sickles. The grey ceramics extend to the east from Kashgar (the
region where the site A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala itself is located) until Kuča in the north (Kuča
itself being different, belonging to an area with painted ceramics), and from Kashgar to
Qiěmò / Čärčän in the south (cf. also the map in Idriss and Debaine-Francfort 2001:14).
The sickles are found from Kashgar to A¯kèsu¯ / Aqsu and even Kuča in the north and
from Kashgar to Mínfe¯ng (Niya) in the south.
In her 2001 article, Debaine-Francfort does not discuss possible origins of the A¯kètaˇla¯
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, one of the Saka st tes,
th t is da ing, but does not seem impos ble to me. Th Early Middl Chinese reading of
this name, evidently based on a pronunciation variant Yuándú, is jwian-d ewk (Pulleyblank
:, ), Middle Chinese ywen. owk (Baxt r a d Sagart : and the lated online
database), which is close to what Morgens ie ne reconstructs for Id eγ, Yïdg, th tribe nam
f the Yidgha: *Indug < *(H)induka- (:). An obvious problem with this et m logy
is that Yidgha is spoken southwest of Kashg r, not northw st. One would theref re have to
assume that th y moved outh later on, or th a tribe with t s nam split in two. Howev r,
in view of the trajectory f the Sa¯i, it s conceivable that some of the Pamir languages (with
the exception f at l ast Wakhı¯) are remnants of this southward migra ion.
 The prehistory of Khotanese: Archaeology
If the Sa¯i cannot be the ancestors of the speakers of Khotanese and Tumšuqese, the common
origin of these two languages must be sought further back in time. My hypothesis is that
the arrival of Khotanese and Tumšuqese in the Tarim Basin is to be dated earlier than often
assumed, and that their predecessors can be identified with an archaeological culture termed
A¯kètaˇla¯/Aqtala.
Acc rding to Debaine-Francfort (:a), the A¯kètaˇla¯/Aqtala culture dates from about
, , lasting apparently at least to –  (Debaine-Francfort :b). It was
located in the west and south of the Tarim Basin and is characterized by gray ceramics and
curved stone sickles. The gray ceramics extend to the east from Kashgar (the region where
the site A¯kètaˇla¯/Aqtala itself is located) until Kucˇa in the north (Kucˇa itself being different,
belonging to an area with painted ceramics) and from Kashgar to Qieˇmò/Cˇärcˇän in the
south (cf. also the map in Idriss and Debaine-Francfort :). The sickles are found
from Kashgar to A¯kèsu¯/Aqsu and even Kucˇa in the north and from Kashgar to Mínfe¯ng
(Niya) in the south.
In her  article, Debaine-Francfort does not discuss possible origins of the A¯kètaˇla¯/
Aqtala culture, but she points out that its typical vessels are parallel to finds in eastern Ka-
zakhstan at Malokrasnojarka, Trušnikovo, and Ust’-Narym, all of which belong to Eastern
Andronovo according to Kuz’mina ( passim). This is no proof that the A¯kètaˇla¯/Aqtala
culture was Iranian-speaking, but it is a serious option. Mallory interprets the A¯kètaˇla¯/Aqtala
culture as evidence for Iranians in the region too (:; cf. also Francfort :–).
An important site from the middle of the st millennium  linked to the A¯kètaˇla¯/Aqtala
culture is Jˇumbulaq Qum on the Keriya River (Debaine-Francfort and Idriss a:;
Francfort, Idriss, and Zhang :).
In French transcription, Djoumboulak Koum. The Chinese name is Yuánsha¯
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Figure 1: The find sites of grey (marked with “[INSERT CIRCLE G HERE”) and painted
ceramics (marked with “INSERT CIRCLE P HERE”), based on the map in Idriss and
Debaine-Francfort (2001:14). Only the names of the most important sites have been
added here. The area of painted ceramics extends east off the map to Yı¯wú and Ha¯mì.
/ Aqtala culture, but she points out that its typical vessels are parallel to finds in
eastern Kazakhstan at Malokrasnojarka, Trušnikovo and Ust’-Narym, all of which belong
to Eastern Andronovo according to Kuz’mina (2007, passim). This is no proof that
the A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala culture was Iranian speaking, but it is a serious option. Mallory
interprets the A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala culture as evidence for Iranians in the region too (2015:29;
cf. also Francfort 2001:228–229). An important site from the middle of the 1st millennium
BCE linked to the A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala culture is Jumbulaq Qum13 on the Keriya River
(Debaine-Francfort and Idriss 2001:135; Francfort, Idriss and Zhang 2001:137).
Even if the A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala culture represents an early wave of Iranians, we cannot be
sure that this culture is ancestral to the later Khotanese and Tumšuqese speaking peoples
as long as no solid link can be established with the kingdoms of the early 1st millennium
CE, such as Karadong on the Keriya River (Debaine-Francfort, Idriss and Wang 1994) or
Khotan itself. However, the geographical distribution fits the location of Tumšuqese and
Khotanese very well, and especially the border between the grey ceramics of the A¯kètaˇla¯
/ Aqtala culture and the painted ceramics from Kuča onwards to the east coincides
perfectly with the border between Tumšuqese and Tocharian B. Moreover, such an early
migration into the Tarim Basin would account for the fact that Khotanese-Tumšuqese,
probably together with Wakh¯ı, split off relatively early from Proto-Iranian in view of the
reflex of PIIr. *ću˘as Khot. śś (see above). The early date of the arrival of this Iranian
group in the Tarim asin does not necessarily mean that the Khotanese-Tumšuqese
protolanguage would have to be dated around 1000 BCE. I think that such a date is
possible in view of the differences between the two languages, but it cannot be excluded
that the breakup of the protolanguage was later, for instance around 500 BCE. At all
events, a date long before 1000 BCE seems unlikely.
In my view, it is too early for a linguistic interpretation of the A¯kètaˇla¯ / Aqtala
area east of Khotan and the Keriya River. It is now to be expected that this area
was Iranian speaking before Middle Indian was introduced there, but the details and
consequences of this hypothesis need further study. Nevertheless, we might conceive of
the legendary foundation of Khotan in the time of Aśoka as referring to the arrival of
Indians in the southern Tarim Basin, possibly speakers of Ga¯ndha¯r¯ı. Their Middle Indian
dialect evidently became the language of culture and remained so until the middle of
the 1st millennium CE. The arrival of the Indians in the Tarim certainly need not have
taken place exactly during the reign of Aśoka, but it is possible that it predated the
introduction of Buddhism, as stated in the accounts of the history of Khotan.
13In French t a scription, Djoumboulak Koum. The Chinese name is Yuánsha¯ 圓沙.
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names of the most important sites hav b en added here. The rea of painted
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Even if the A¯kètaˇla¯/Aqtala culture represents an early wave of Iranians, we cannot be
sure that this culture was ancestral to the later Khotanese- and Tumšuqese-speaking peoples
as long as no solid link can be established with the kingdoms of the early st millennium
, such as Karadong on the Keriya River (Debaine-Francfort, Idriss, and Wang ) or
Khotan itself. However, the geographical distribution fits the location of Tumšuqese and
Khotanese very well, and especially the border between the gray ceramics of the A¯kètaˇla¯/
Aqtala culture and the painted ceramics from Kucˇa onwards to the east coincides perfectly
with the border between Tumšuqese and Tocharian B. Moreover, such an early migration
into the Tarim Basin would account for the fact that Khotanese-Tumšuqese, probably to-
gether with Wakhı¯, split off relatively early from Proto-Iranian in view of the reflex of PIIr.
*c´u˘as Khot. s´´s (see above). The early date of the arrival of this Iranian group in the Tarim
Basin does not necessarily mean that the Khotanese-Tumšuqese proto-language would have
to be dated around  . I think that such a date is possible in view of the differences be-
tween the two languages, but it cannot be excluded that the breakup of the proto-language
was later, for instance around  . At all events, a date long before   seems
unlikely.
In my view, it is too early for a linguistic interpretation of the A¯kètaˇla¯/Aqtala area east of
Khotan and the Keriya River. It is to be expected that this area was Iranian-speaking before
Middle Indian was introduced there, but the details and consequences of this hypothesis
need further study. Nevertheless, we might conceive of the legendary foundation of Khotan
in the time of As´oka as referring to the arrival of Indians in the southern Tarim Basin,
possibly speakers of Ga¯ndha¯r¯ı. Their Middle Indian dialect evidently became the language
of culture and remained so until the middle of the st millennium . The arrival of Indians
in the Tarim certainly need not have taken place exactly during the reign of As´oka, but it

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is possible that it predated the introduction of Buddhism, as stated in the accounts of the
history of Khotan.
 Khotanese and Sogdian
Another aspect that is relevant to the prehistory of Khotanese is its relationship with Sog-
dian. Sims-Williams (a:–) lists a number of common innovations of Sogdian and
Khotanese. These mostly concern lexical correspondences, such as Sogd. knθ ‘city’ ∼ Khot.
kantha¯-; Sogd. r↩f ‘disease’ ∼ Khot. rra¯ha- ‘pain’; Sogd. nnšky ‘palm of the hand’ ∼ Khot.
näna¯rra-; Sogd. δrγw↩nk↩r↩k ‘maleficent’ ∼ Khot. dı¯ram. gga¯ra-; Sogd. šyr↩nk↩r↩k ‘beneficent’
∼Khot. s´´säram. gga¯ra-; Sogd. f š↩m ‘to send’∼Khot. hajsem-, < *fra-Ja¯maya- (Sims-Williams
:); Sogd. prtw ‘time’ ∼ Khot. ba¯d.a- (Sims-Williams :). He further points out
the similarity between the sg. personal pronoun Sogd. tγw∼ Khot. thu (Tumš. tho), which
according to him both reflect *tuhu or *tuγu < *tuwu < *tuwam (:); the suppletive
stems in the demonstrative Sogd. š-/t- ∼ Khot. s.a-/tta-; and the loss of k in the aka-stems
and *kar- ‘do’ (Sims-Williams ).
A Khotanese-Sogdian subbranch within Iranian is not compatible with the obviously
early change of PIIr. *c´u˘to Khotanese s´´s, Tumšuqese s´, and Wakhı¯ š, where Sogdian has sp
instead (Yaghnobı¯ sp), and it is therefore likely that the above Khotanese-Sogdian isoglosses
are due to parallel developments. This is compatible, I think, with the fact that the list in-
cludes no early sound changes, the loss of k probably being a relatively late development.
Nevertheless, it does seem likely that Khotanese and Tumšuqese took part in the develop-
ment *ft, *xt > *βt, *γt, virtually the only shared sound change of “East Iranian” (Sims-
Williams a:–), even though direct evidence for these changes in Khotanese is lack-
ing. The development of *aft to Khot. aud (often od) is likely to have gone through *avt
> *awd; here the change of *vt to *wd would have to be a later development than *abu,
*au > Khot. u¯, but this seems unproblematic. In addition, it may be noted that intervocalic
*t develops into t (however this was exactly pronounced), e.g. OKhot. ma¯ta ‘mother’ <
*ma¯ta¯, while *ft, *xt yielded d, e.g. Khot. hoda ‘’ < *hafta, which suggests an intermediary
*vd, *γd. Similarly, the sequence *axt became ı¯y, e.g. s¯ıya- ‘learned’ < *saxta- (with *ax or
*aγ > ı¯ and ı¯da > ı¯ya). Probably the development *ft, *xt > *βt, *γt could spread through
the early East Iranian dialects because it was in origin just a special phonetic characteristic
without phonological consequences that could be reverted (cf. Yaghnobı¯ ft, xt vs. Sogd. βt,
γt).
If the parallels between Khotanese and Sogdian adduced by Sims-Williams are not due to
a genealogical relationship, they must be due to later, but in all probability still quite early,
contacts. Perhaps these contacts have to be seen in the light of the parallels between the
vessels of the A¯kètaˇla¯/Aqtala culture and those of the sites in eastern Kazakhstan mentioned
above. Obviously, we also have to reckon with shared influence from a third source, as for
instance in the case of Sogd. frn ‘glory’ and Khot. pha¯rra- ‘fortune, (high) position’, both
probably borrowed from a steppe dialect, i.e. “Scythian” *farnah- (Lubotsky , ).
Cf. also tt¯ıra- ‘bitter’< *taxra- (Emmerick :) and s¯ıra- ‘content’< *sagra- (Bailey :a).
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 Khotanese and Saka
The speakers of Khotanese and Tumšuqese were different from the people called Sa¯i in the
Hanshu (see above). Nevertheless, the two languages are widely accepted to be Saka lan-
guages. As noted by Emmerick, “The word Saka- is not certainly attested in the Khotanese
documents” (Emmerick :; see also Bailey :). The Old Khotanese term for ‘Kho-
tan’ and ‘Khotanese’ is hvatana- (Emmerick :). The Tumšuqese term for Tumšuqese
was gya¯z´di- (Rong ). The first to suggest that Khotanese is a “Saka” language was
probably Le Coq, who supposed it “to be, in consequence of geographical and historical
considerations, the lost language of the Saka” (:). Nevertheless, Leumann initially
termed it “nordarisch” (), and it was only with the seminal paper about the language
of the S´akas by Lüders () that Khotanese became widely seen as “Saka” (e.g. Konow
:).
Lüders’ paper contains several layers of argument. He identified the digraph<ys> in in-
scriptions from North India and argued that its value is [z]. Since the same remarkable
digraph is used with the same value in Khotanese, while it is used in India from the reign
of Cas.t.ana, well before the earliest Khotanese manuscript of probably the th or th cen-
tury, he assumed that it came from India to the Tarim Basin (:). He further argued
that the North Indian S´aka era (started  ; Falk ) was not a legendary era but a his-
torical dynasty, and that traces of the Iranian language of the S´aka rulers are found in several
inscriptions from North India. These conclusions are beyond any doubt.
Lüders then argues that the Iranian language of the S´akas was identical to Khotanese
(called “nordarisch” at the time) and that Khotanese was therefore a Saka language. It is
this latter conclusion that should perhaps again become part of the scholarly discussion. His
main arguments are:
. The nom. sg. m. of the S´aka language ends in -i (pp. –).
This feature does not necessarily point to Khotanese, because a nom. sg. in -i is also found
in the Sogdian light stems (Sims-Williams b:), and, in fact, the oldest Khotanese
nom. sg. is -ä, not -i. This may seem a detail, but since the S´aka language is older than Old
Khotanese, it should be noted. It can also be pointed out that Aramaeo-Iranian may attest a
nom. sg. in -i in the word krpty (Sims-Williams a:). The final -y here may simply be
the nom. sg. ending instead of being parallel to Old Persian paθi-.
. The gen. sg. m. ends in -¯ı<ει> (pp. –).
Indeed, a gen. sg. m. in -i is found in Khotanese, while the Sogdian light stem gen.-dat. sg.
ending is to be read -e, not -¯ı (Sims-Williams b:; pace Lüders :).
. The word dı¯nı¯ka is related to Av. dae¯na¯- and shows the sound development ai > ı¯
(p. ).
In the Indian tradition, the word begins with s´- rather than the expected s-. Nevertheless, it must in the end be the
same etymon.
According to Lüders, Cas.t.ana’s reign was in the second quarter of the nd century . Falk now suggests that
Cas.t.ana was the first S´aka ruler and that his rule began in   (:a).
This early date is argued for by Maggi () for Zambasta fragment T III S .
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The monophthongization of ai to ı¯ is found in Khotanese but is also widespread in other
Middle and Modern Iranian languages; cf. for instance Yidgha (Morgenstierne :–).
. The personal names A¯d.uthuma and S´od. a¯sa, S´ud.asa, S´ud. isa have d. (pp. , ).
Intervocalic retroflex t., d. are found in Khotanese, but in Yidgha, for instance, retroflex r.
derives from *rt probably through *d. (Morgenstierne :). The occurrence of d. alone
cannot prove that S´aka is a form of Khotanese.
. The first element of the personal name Ysamotika is zama- ‘earth’ and -ot- reflects the
suffix -vant-, -vat- (p. ).
zama- ‘earth’ is an Iranian word and is also attested in Khot. ysama-´s´sandaa- ‘world’, but
evidently not limited to it. In *zamavant-, *zamavat- the sequence -ava- would in Khotanese
certainly contract to o, au, but in many other languages as well.
. The meaning of the personal name Us.avada¯ta, Usabhada¯ta, Usabhadata is ‘R. s.abha-
dharma’. The first element is a borrowing from Skt. r.s.abha- and the second element is
Iranian da¯ta- ‘law’ (pp. –).
The element da¯ta- is too widespread to be of any significance, while the substitution of us-,
us.- for r.s.- is not typical for Khotanese; cf. e.g. irdi ‘miracle; r.ddhi’.
. The first element of Kharaosta could be a Prakritized from of *ks.a¯ra- < *ks.aθra-
(p. ).
Khot. ks.a¯ra- ‘power, dominion’ is now attested (Bailey :a), but the interpretation
otherwise remains truly uncertain.
. The element hola-, hora- in several names means ‘gift’, Skt. da¯na- (pp. –).
Indeed, Khot. haura- ‘gift’ shows the development of *fra- to ha- that is typically found in
Khotanese, and different even from the reflex in Tumšuqese. Should the hora-, hola- of the
inscriptions really be the quivalent of Skt. da¯na-, then it would point to Khotanese influence.
. The fact that the Kushan title s.a¯ha¯nu s.a¯hi ‘king of kings’ does not show the expected
Kushan (i.e., Bactrian, cf. þαονανο þαο) morphology could be taken to mean that the
northern Ks.atrapas were Kushans, not Sakas. However, s.a¯ha¯nu s.a¯hi can be explained
as an adaptation of the Kushan title to the morphology of the language of the older
S´akas (pp. –).
This assumption is far-fetched, but may be necessary even if S´aka is not identical to Khotan-
ese. In the older Bactrian of the Kushans, the ending -i is oblique, not direct.
In my view, Lüders’ observations are indeed compatible with the assumption that the
S´akas spoke a form of Khotanese. However, it is questionable whether the features identified
are unique to Khotanese, certainly in view of the fact that the non-Khotanese Sa¯i migrated
as far south as Kashmir according to the Hanshu.
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In sum, the evidence that the S´aka language is Khotanese or an earlier form of it is weak.
Many of the features are found in other languages as well, and it is known from other
sources that non-Khotanese Iranians found their way to northern India. In any case, the
large number of Indic elements in Khotanese is no proof “daß das ‘Nordarisch’ sprechende
Volk längere Zeit auf indischem Boden saß” (Lüders :), since there is ample evidence
that instead speakers of Middle Indian migrated into the Tarim Basin. Should any of the
elements adduced by Lüders really stem from Khotanese, then it would seem much more
attractive to me to view them as influences from Khotan in northern India. For instance,
in the “Prophecy of the Li country” a joint campaign of Kanishka (reigned – ; Falk
) and the kings of Khotan and Gu-zan to Saketa is mentioned (Emmerick :, b).
 The archaic Iranian stratum in Tocharian
If the archaic Iranian stratum in Tocharian cannot be identified as an early form of Khotanese
or Tumšuqese-Khotanese, despite the fact that this branch seems to have been present in the
Tarim Basin since the early st millennium , we have to look elsewhere. We do not have
to search far. Not only were the Sa¯i of the Hanshu originally found to the north of the
Tocharian-speaking area, other groups are reported to have lived to their east: the Wu¯su¯n
and the Yuèzhı¯. The Yuèzhı¯ were apparently living in the Héxı¯ corridor, which is east of the
Tocharian towns Kucˇa and Ya¯nqí/Qarašähär. Although the linguistic identity of the Wu¯su¯n
cannot be proved, they may well have been Iranian. This is very likely to be true of the
Yuèzhı¯ in any case since they invaded Afghanistan later, and their language is suggested to
be a form of Scythian by Sims-Williams (). Even though the Chinese sources about all
three peoples refer to a period that is probably far too late for such archaic-looking borrow-
ings as etswe ‘mule’, namely only from the nd century  onwards, it is clear that there is
no need to look for Iranians in the Tarim Basin only. According to Kuz’mina, Andronovo
influence in Xı¯njia¯ng is as early as the th–th centuries  (:–).
Thus from the scenarios mentioned at the end of §, the most likely in my view is that the
western Tarim Basin was populated from an early period onwards by Iranian peoples ances-
tral to the later speakers of Khotanese and Tumšuqese, while the archaic Iranian stratum in
Tocharian derives from an Iranian dialect spoken to the north or east of the Tocharian area.
It is impossible to say with which Iranian group the archaic Iranian stratum must be
identified exactly. The words are so archaic that they show hardly any dialect features. Nev-
ertheless, it can be pointed out that Toch. B waipecce ‘possessions’ from *hwai-paθya- shows
a palatalization of *θy to cc that must be attributed to the Iranian source since in Tocharian
*ty develops into ts. This palatalization is not found in the Pamir languages or Tumšuqese-
Khotanese, and not in the same form in Sogdian either, but it is found in Ossetic and may
be an early dialect feature of the steppe Iranian that we could call “Scythian” (Lubotsky
:).
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